The typical rank ( = maximal border rank) of tensors of a given size and the set of optimal bilinear computations of typical tensors of a given rank are investigated. For the size (n, n,3) with n odd, the complement of the set of tensors of maximal border rank is a hypersurface. Its equation is given.
INTRODUCTION
An important aspect of A. Ostrowski's pioneering paper "On two problems in abstract algebra connected with Homer's rule" [27] lies in a judicious choice of the cost function for defining computational complexity. The nonscalar cost measure (Ostrowski measure) , although somewhat artificial, has proved useful in connection with various methods for obtaining lower bounds (substitution method, degree method; see e.g. [7] ) as well as for studying the complexity of matrix multiplication and other bilinear problems.
For such problems a further simplification is crucial, that of restricting to bilinear computations. The loss in efficiency (at most a factor 2) is well paid off by the simplicity of the resulting definition of complexity: Let A, B, W be *This work was supported in part through funds provided by the National Science Foundation under Grant No. MCS 7412997 through a subcontract from MIT to the University of Washington.
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For what follows it is convenient to let the groundfield k be algebraically closed. Fix U,V, W of dimensions m, n, 9 respectively. U@V@ W is a k-vector space, and therefore also an affine space in the sense of algebraic geometry. Let us define the border rank _R(t) of a tensor t E USVS W by vr (A(t) Q r * t E Zariski closure of {t': R(t') < r}).
(1.5)
Thus _R is the largest Zariski lower semicontinuous function 6 R. (By a result of Alder [l] this is equivalent to the definition of border rank by Bini, Capovani, Lotti, and Romani [6, 5] .) Let us denote by _R( m, n, 9) the maximal border rank of tensors t E U@VBW. Then _R(m, n, 9) is also the rank of almost all tensors of USV@W [i.e. of all tensors outside some lower dimensional subvariety of U@V@W; we call _R(m, n, 9) the typical rank for the shape (m, n, 9)]. Moreover, if a tensor has algebraically independent coefficients with respect to certain bases of U, V, W, then its rank equals _R( m, n, 9).
Equation (1.3) remains true for _R [8, 131. Since _R < R, we also have (1.4) for _R. In the case m = n Atkinson and Lloyd [3] improve this to So for cubic shapes one has n2 n2 3 -=gR(n,n,n)GT+a
In the present paper we use linearization via tangential maps (Jacobi criterion) to estimate 3. One consequence of our results is _R(m, n, 9) -mn9 m+n+q-2 (1.6) as m, n, 9 --, cc [CorolIary 3.6 in combination with Proposition 2.3 and the trivial _R(m, n, 9) d mn].
Of particular interest are the shapes (m, n, 9) such that _R(m, n, 9) = mnq/(m+n+q-2). men of course mnq/(m+n+q-2) must be an integer.) We call them perfect. Examples of perfect shapes are (n, n, n + 2) for n * 2 (mod 3) and (n -1, n, n) for n = 0 (mod 3) (Corollary 3.10) . Perfect shapes are relatively dense (Corollary 3.11) .
Apart from the typical rank of tensors of a given shape, we also study the set of optimal (bilinear) computations of typical tensors of rank r. More precisely, let X, C U@V@W be the closure of the set of tensors of rank < r. Then X, is an irreducible closed subvariety of U@V@W. Almost all t E X, have rank r and (up to trivial equivalence) exactly one optimal computation, provided that T does not come too close to _R( m, n, q) (Corollary 3.7; a similar statement holds for q even). (The sets of optimal computation of various special tensors have been studied by Lafon [24] , Winograd [32] , Kruskal [23] , and de For the shape (n, n,3) with n odd it turns out that X8,,_i),s is a hypersurface of U@V@W.
(In particular, for this shape _R(m, n, Q)= (3n + 1)/2 > (3n -1)/2 = [mw/( m + fl + q -2)l.) Its equation is exhibited (Theorem 4.6). Thus by evaluating a polynomial one can decide whether any given (n, n,3) tensor has maximal border rank or not. As an application we determine the border rank of the structural tensor of an arbitrary sl, module.
The major development of the paper is selfcontained apart from a detailed motivation of the notion of rank and some classical algebraic geometry, which can be found in [28] , [29] , [26] , [18] .
Most of Section 4 was written while the author was visiting the Computer Science Department of the University of Washington in Seattle. Its pleasant and stimulating environment is gratefully acknowledged.
T. Lickteig (Universitat Konstanz) has independently applied the Jacobian criterion. Moreover he has announced a proof of based on the perfectness results of the present paper.
FIBRES OF THE COMPUTATION MAP
Throughout this paper k denotes an algebraically closed field. Let 172, n, q be positive integers, and U,V, W be k-vector spaces of dimensions m, n, q respectively. The set S={uOu~w:uEU,uEV,wEW}CU8V8W (2.1) of "triads" is an irreducible closed subvariety of dimension m + n + q -2 of the vector space U@V@W. Moreover it is smooth except at 0. S is called the Segre variety. Given a positive integer r, we have a morphism of (affine) varieties
We interpret elements of S' as bilinear computations of length r. cp, assigns to any such computation the tensor it computes. We therefore call 'p, the computation morphism. By the definition of rank we have imcp, = {t E U@V@W: R(t) d r> (2.3) Let X, c U@V@ W denote the closure of im q,.. By the definition of border rank we have x, = {t E UW@W:_R(t) Q r}. (2.4 X, is closed and irreducible, and dimX,gr(m+nfg-2).
Almost all t E X, have rank Q r. Moreover X,_, c X,. PROPOSITION 2.1. Zf X,_, * U@V@W then and almost all t E X, have rank r.
Proof. By way of contradiction assume (2.5)
imcp,_, + S C X, = X,-r. R(m,n,9)=max{R(t):t~UBV@W}=min(r:imcp,=UBV@W} (24 denote the maximal rank, and _R(m, n, 9) = max{R(t): t E USV@W} = min{r: X, = U@V@W> (2.7) the typical rank (or maximal border rank) of tensors of shape (m, n, 9). [By Proposition 2.1 almost all t E U@V@W have rank _R(m, n, 9), so the name "typical rank" is justified.] The formula (2.5) immediately implies
In this paper we shall be interested in _R(m, n, 9) rather than in R(m, n, 9). We shall see that the second inequality in (2.8) is often, but not always, an equality. Let us look at the more informative inequality (2.5). It can be improved in a trivial way:
dimX,dmin{7(m+n+9-2),mnq). (2.9) This leads to the following definition. r is large for (m, n, 9) iff dim X, = mn9.
Observe that if r is small then r G [mn9/( m + n + 9 -2)] and if r is large then r > [mn9/( m + n + 9 -2)1. (In fact r is large iff cp, is dominant iff r 2 _R(m, n, a Proof. We first make the following observation: Let t E U@V@W, R(t) = r. and let t= i up@ VP@ wp p=l be an (optimal) computation. Then u,@ vl,. . . , u,@ v, are linearly independent. [Otherwise we would have e.g. The first part of the proposition being trivial, we prove the second part. W.1.o.g. (fi, fi, 9) = (m, n, 9 -1). Let (U,V, W) have shape (m, n, 9), and let dim%'= 9 -1. Choose a smjective linear map (Y : W + w. Then /3 = idBid@ o is also smjective. Let 9 be the Segre variety with respect to U,V, w, and $5, the corresponding computation morphism. [See (2.2) Now if r is large for (m, n, 9), then 'pr is dominant, thus also &+, thus also $$3', and thus qT$. Therefore r is large for (m, n, 9 -1). Let r be small for (m, n, 9 -1). From (2.10) we get the commutative diagram Butu,@v,,..., u,@ v, are linearly independent by the remark at the beginning of the proof, so w,, = wi for all p and therefore x = z'.
??
The next proposition is a direct consequence of some standard results of algebraic geometry.
PROPOSITION 2.4.
(1) Let r besmullf ( or m, n, 9). Then there is a number d such that almost all t E X, have rank r and exactly d optimal computations.
(2) Let r = R(m, n, 9). Then almost all t E U@V@W hove rank r and a -set of optimal computations, which is a closed subvariety of S' of pure dimension r(m + n + 9 -2) -mnq.
The main result of this section (Theorem 2.7) is a refinement of the first part of the previous proposition. We need an auxiliary result. vectors. So let r > m > 1. Arguing inductively, it is enough to show that for almost all ur,. . . ,ur, vl,. . . ,v, (2.13) is impossible unless at least one A, = 0. Now consider
where (ur ,..., u,,ur ,..., u,,h, ,..., h,,u,o The nonempty fibres of fare at least two dimensional, since A,, . . . ,A,, u, IJ may be changed into @A,, . . . , a/3&, au, /3u (where a, /3 E k, a/.3 * 0) without changing the value of 5 Therefore f(Z) is an irreducible constructible subset of U' X V' of dimension < mr + nr, i.e.
Nowif (u,,...,u,,o,,...,u,) Two computations (uP@oP@ wP)PGr and (u:@ui@ @)0<8 are equivalent iff r = s and there is a permutation B of (1,. . . , r} such that
and let r be small for (m, n, q -1). Thfm almost all t E X, C U@V@W have rank r and (up to equivalence) exactly one optimal computation.
Proof.
(1) Let
Clearly E is constructible. It suffices to show that E is dense in S'. For then g+(E) is constructible and dense in X,, so almost all t E X, have rank T (by Proposition 2.1) and lie in cp,(E), and hence have only one equivalence class of computations of length r.
(2) We go back to the situation described in ( Combining (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19), we conclude
A, E k for p < r, and there is such that c ku,,@ up C c kuL@ u; P P but c A,u,@ u+, E c ku;@ u; .
P P
Now since up, up, tZp are fixed and qr-'g*{Z} is finite by (2.14), the right side of this inclusion is a proper closed subset of the irreducible variety (j3') -'{ Z}. Therefore E n (/3')-'( z'} is dense in (/3')-'{Z}.
??
PERFECT SHAPE
We will use a Jacobian criterion to recognize certain I as being small (large) for certain shapes (m, n, 4). To this end we first compute the image of the differential of the computation map q,. 
This proves the lemma.
Since dim S' = r(m + n + q -2) and S is smooth except at the origin, it is clear that dim i (U@vP@wP + u,@V@w, + u,@V,@W)
The next proposition relates equality here to equality in (2.9). Proof. Let c E N and for some x =(uP@vp@wJpsr E S'. Using the 'determinantal criterion for linear independence, we see that this inequality holds for almost all x E S'. Thus we may assume that x E S' and Q+(X) E X, are nonsingular points. (Evidently x is nonsingular iff no up@ vP@ wP vanishes.) But then dim X, = dim (tangent space of X, at cp,( r )) by Lemma 3.1. Now take c = r( m + n + q -2) and c = mnq respectively and use (2.9).
?? If char k = 0 then the conditions of the previous proposition are necessary and sufficient for r to be small or large, respectively. These conditions are easier to verify than those of Definition 2.2, since they concern the dimension of a linear subspace of UOV@W instead of a subvariety. To compute the dimension of this linear space in certain cases, we use a splitting technique, exemplified in the next two lemmas and the subsequent theorem. The lemma states that the dimension of the linear subspace referred to (which appears as subproblem in the splitting process) is as large as it can possibly be. Its proof is similar to, but much easier than, the proof of the next lemma and is therefore omitted. We treat the cases (l)-(4) separately. But then all three points (i,, 6) he on the cross Kil, a contradiction.
RANK AND COMPUTATION OF TENSORS
Case (2): Similar and simpler. Proof. We apply Theorem 2.7. The assumption r Q (m -l)(n -1) follows from r(m+n+g-2)gmnq-q(m+n+q-2)
The assumption that r is smah for (m, n, 9 -1) follows from Theorem 3.5, as applied to (m, n, 9 -1).
?? DEFINITION 3.8. A shape (m, n, 9) is good iff Vr dimX,=min{r(m+n+g-2),mng}.
(m, n, 9) is perfect iff it is good and mn9/(m + n + 9 -2) is an integer.
Obviously, (m, n, 9) is good iff any r is either small or large for (m, n, 9). By Proposition 2.3 this is the case iff [mn9/( m + n + 9 -2)] is small and [mru~/( m + n + 9 -2)1 is large. Thus (m, n, 9) is perfect iff mnq/(m + n + 9 -2) is an integer large for (m, n, 9). In this case there is a d such that almost all t E U@V@ W have rank r = mnq/( m + n + 9 -2) and exactly d optimal computations.
Let us call a shape (m, n, 9) balanced iff m -16 (n -1)(9 -l), n -1 < (m -1)(9 -l), 9 -1 Q (m -l)(n -1); (3.10) otherwise unbalanced. Assuming w.1.o.g. 2 < m d n d 9, this is equivalent to 9 -1 Q (m -l)(n -l), (3.11) and also to mnq m+n+q-2 z 9. (3.12) Unbalanced shapes cannot be perfect. For otherwise let (m, n, 9) be unbalanced and perfect, m 6 n < 9, and put r = mnq/(m + n + 9 -2). Then r < min{ 9, mn}. Choose bases e,, . . . , e, E U, fi, . . . ,f, E V. Since (m, n, 9) is perfect, almost all tensors t = Ci, p @ f;.@ ti j E U@ V@ W have rank r. But then for almost a.II t we have min(9, mn} = din~{t,~: i G m, jg n} Q r, which is absurd. I do not know the answer to the following interesting problem: Are alI balanced shapes (m, n, 9), such that mnq/(m + n + 9 -2) is an integer, perfect? We shall see in the next section that not all balanced shapes are good (e.g., (3, 3, 3) is not good). (2) is proved in a similar way by splitting up W into 9/3 subspaces of dimension 3 each (compare the proof of Theorem 3.5) and using Lemma 3.4 instead of Lemma 3.3. For (3) we may assume 9 to be odd and 9 z 3. Now split up W into (9 -3)/2 subspaces of dimension 2 accommodating s1 = 2mn/(m + n + 9 -2) triads and one subspace of dimension 3 accommodating s2 = Smn/(m + n + 9 -2) triads, and use Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 respectively. coRoLL'4RY 3.10.
(1) (n, n, n +2) is perJkct for n f 2 (mod 3). (2) (n -1, n, n) is perjkt for n = 0 (mod 6).
Actually (n -1, n, n) is perfect as long as n = 0 (mod 3). The proof of this requires some extra work, however. The next corollary shows that perfect shapes are relatively dense. 
A DETERMINANT FOR 3-SLICE TENSORS
Here we assume dim U = dimV = n, dimW = 3. We choose bases (e 1 ,... ,e,) for U, (fi ,... , f,) for V, (gl, g,, gs) for W. If t E U@V@W we write (4.1) and define the n X n matrices A = ("ii)>
B=(Pij),
A, II, C are the three "slices" of t. where adj(A) denotes the adjoint of A. Since the right side of this inclusion is closed, the left side may be replaced by its closure {t: _R(t) < r}. Since this is irreducible, it is contained in one member of the union on the right side. Since r 2 n, {R(t) < r} is not contained in {rank A < n}. Therefore we have -{t:g(t)~r}c {t: n+~ranlc(Badj(A)C-Cadj(A)B)Br).
So if A is invertible and r E IN is arbitrary, then implies r > n and hence
This proves the theorem.
Let A be a finite dimensional associative algebra (with unity) and N an n-dimensional (unitary, left) A-module. The rank R(N) and the border rank _R( N) of N are defined as R(t) and _R( t ) respectively, where t E A* Q N* Q N is the tensor corresponding to the structure map of the module. In particular, if we take N = A as left A-module, we get the rank R(A) and the border rank &A) of the algebra A. For a E A let rank,(a) denote the rank of the linear map sends the structural tensor t of N into a tensor t ', whose slices A, B, C with respect to some basis for V, its dual for U, and the dual of (1, b, c) for W are the matrices corresponding to Z,, Z,, 1, respectively. In particular A = 1 n. So we have
_R(N)=_R(t)>,_R(t') >,n+irank(BC-CB)
= n + i rank(Z,Z, -Z,Z,) = n +brank,(bc -cb).
As an application, let M, be the algebra of 2 X 2 matrices over k. Then take b=(; !g, c=(y ;),
I do not know whether >, can be replaced by = . Similarly, we get a (possibly sharp) lower bound for the multiplication of a 2 X2 matrix with a 2 X n matrix: Let Msxn be the &-module of ail 2 X n-matrices over k. Then . .
The following lemma has independently been proved by T. Lickteig. Proof. It suffices to give u,~v,~w,,.,.,u,~v,~w,EU~V~W such that dimC(Uev,ew,+u,eVew,+u,~v,8W)>,3n2-1.
P
[See (3.4) and (3.5) .] Let (e,,...,e,,), (fi,.. .,f,), and (gl, g2, g3) be bases of U, V, and W respectively, and let w1 ,..., w,,Gs,6s ,..., &WEW have coordinates that are algebraically independent over the primefield of k. (By general principles we may assume that k has infinite degree of transcendency.)
Here is our list of the up@ vp@ wp: We have to show that CPU@ vp@ wp + u,@V@ wp + up@ vp@ W, together with one additional vector (we take e,@ f2S w), span all of U@VBW. Call a point (i, j) E [ 1, n] x [l, n] settled iff e,@f;.@ W lies in this span. Now show successively that the following sets consist of settled points (for the ease of presentation nondisjoint sets are used):
{v -2,v-1,v}x(v,v+1,v+2}, (v,v+1,v+2}x{v,v+1,v+2} (3 <v<n-2, vodd) , {v,v+1,v+2}x{x+v,x+v+1,x+v+2}
Fere and below the sets should be taken in lexicographical order with respect to (x, VII> (2gx<n-3, xeven, ldv<n-2-x, vodd). ??
Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 say that X, with r = (3n -1)/2 is a hypersurface. We shall now identify the generator of its ideal. Let aif, b,, ci j be indeterminates over k (i, j= 1,. . . ,n). By abuse of notation, put A = (aij>, B = (bij), c= (Cij). This shows that F is invariant under cyclic permutations of the "slices" A, B, C. Since F is a polynomial in B and C, F is a polynomial. Since F is homogeneous of degree n in C, F is homogeneous of degree n in A and in B as well.
Obviously Comparing coefficients, we get a contradiction. Here both sides are irreducible hypersurfaces of U@V@W. Thus X,=(F=O}.
F is irreducible, so it generates the ideal of X,.
Theorem 4.1 implies X, C K,, where K, is the closure of the set (t:]AJ+O,n+~rank(BA-'C-CA-'B)<r}. Theorem 4.6 implies that for n 2 3, n odd, and r = (3n -1)/2 we have equality. This is an exception. For k=Q=,n>7oddoreven,andn+l<r<(3n-l)/2weneverhaveX,=K,: On the one hand dimX,<r(2n+1)=:5 by (2.5). On the other hand a remark by Hulek [ZO] implies that K, is irreducible and dim& = 2n2 +4n(r -n) -4(r -n)" = : 17. Now r) -t is a concave function of r with values n -5 and (n/2) -3 for r = n + 1 and r = (3n/2) -1 respectively. Hence dim X, < dim K, for n + 1 &r<(3n-l)/2andn>7. This proves (4.11). In particular we have _R(sl,) = 5.
[Lafon (private communication) has shown R(s1,) = 5.1
